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VACCINE
A product that
stimulates a person’s
immune system to
produce immunity to a
speciﬁc disease,
protecting them from
that disease.

2021 is the 100-year anniversary of the BCG vaccine, and there is
a lot to celebrate! This vaccine has without doubt saved the lives
of millions of people, by protecting them from the bacterial lung
disease tuberculosis (TB) and possibly other illnesses too. However,
there are some drawbacks to BCG—in particular, it does not work
very well in some countries that have high rates of TB, so a new
and improved vaccine is desperately needed. Scientists around the
world are working hard to develop a new TB vaccine, but there are
challenges. If we can better understand how BCG works and why it
works in some populations and not others, it might help us to design a
better vaccine to protect people against tuberculosis and to possibly
one day eradicate this disease.

THE BCG VACCINE PROTECTS AGAINST
TUBERCULOSIS
You might already know that a vaccine is a type of medicine, often
given as an injection, that prevents infection or disease. The BCG
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BCG
The only vaccine that
currently exists against
tuberculosis, named
after its inventors Albert
Calmette and
Camille Guérin.

TUBERCULOSIS
A bacterial infection
that usually affects the
lungs, and is spread in
the air through coughs
and sneezes.

BCG Vaccine

vaccine is designed to protect against tuberculosis (TB), which is a
bacterial disease that usually affects the lungs and causes a serious
cough. TB has existed for thousands of years—signs of TB have
even been found in Egyptian mummies from around 3000 BCE! TB
is also one of the most common infectious diseases in the world,
with a quarter of the world’s population infected. Almost 1.5 million
people die from TB every year, and it can be particularly dangerous in
babies [1].
One hundred years ago, two French scientists named Albert Calmette
and Camille Guérin invented a vaccine against TB. They called it
BCG, which is short for Bacillus Calmette-Guérin. It is made from the
bacteria that causes the cow version of TB, and Calmette and Guérin
altered the bacteria to make sure the vaccine would not cause disease
in humans. Since then, BCG has been the most widely used vaccine
ever, with around 100 million babies receiving it every year.

PROS OF THE BCG VACCINE
The BCG vaccine has been given to over 4 billion people and has been
shown to be very safe. Some people get mild side effects, such as a
headache or fever and a blister or sore arm where the injection went
in. However, more serious side-effects are very rare.
When the BCG vaccine is given to new-born babies, it provides
excellent protection against serious forms of TB—for example, TB
that spreads to the brain (called TB meningitis) and TB that spreads
throughout the body (called miliary TB). Because these forms of TB
have a high risk of death, BCG is really effective in reducing the death
rate from TB. The most common type of TB is disease of the lungs,
and BCG is good at protecting against this in some countries, such as
the U.K. [2].
ANTIBIOTICS
Medicines designed to
treat infections caused
by bacteria.

Although antibiotics have been developed to treat TB, prevention
with a vaccine is better than treatment. If you can stop people from
becoming sick in the ﬁrst place, they will not suffer from the symptoms
or risk dying. In addition, in countries that have high rates of TB,
antibiotics are often too expensive or difficult to access. Some types
of TB bacteria have evolved resistance against antibiotics, so these
treatments are no longer effective.
BCG can protect against other diseases as well as TB. For example, it
provides some protection against leprosy, which is a disease caused
by bacteria that are related to the TB bacteria. Leprosy often causes
patches or rashes on the skin and can lead to people being stigmatized.
In the past, people with leprosy were even banished to “leper colonies,”
or islands away from everyone else. There is also some evidence that
the BCG vaccine may protect babies against other illnesses that are
not related to TB at all. A recent study in Uganda showed that babies
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Figure 1
The BCG vaccine has
many advantages.

Figure 1

who received the BCG vaccine as soon as they were born were less
likely to get ill in general than were babies who got their BCG vaccine
at 6 weeks old [3].
BCG has another use you might ﬁnd surprising—it can be given as a
treatment for bladder cancer [4]. Scientists are still trying to ﬁgure out
why BCG is effective at treating this disease, but it is thought that it
might improve the ability of immune cells to kill cancer cells. The pros
of BCG are summarized in Figure 1.

CONS OF THE BCG VACCINE

IMMUNE SYSTEM
The organs and cells of
the body that ﬁght
against infections and
toxins to provide
resistance against
getting sick.

There are some situations in which the BCG vaccine should not be
given. For example, BCG is not considered safe to give to babies or
adults who are infected with HIV (a virus that attacks cells of the
immune system), because the BCG vaccine is made from live bacteria.
Although Calmette and Guérin tweaked the bacteria so that they
would not cause disease, people with HIV or certain other disorders
have weakened immune systems that BCG can overcome and make
them sick.
BCG is very effective at protecting children against TB in some
countries, such as the UK, but not very effective in others. It provides
low levels of protection, or even no protection, in places such as
India and sub-Saharan Africa [2]. Unfortunately, these are the areas
with high rates of TB, where a vaccine is needed the most (Figure 2).
Scientists still do not fully understand why BCG works differently in
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Figure 2
The BCG vaccine
provides varying levels
of protection against
lung TB in different
countries. While the
vaccine protects over
75% of vaccinated
people in areas like the
UK, the efficacy
(effectiveness) of the
vaccine decreases in
the regions close to the
equator (shown in
red) [2].

Figure 2

different countries, but most think it has to do with the presence of
other bacteria that are related to TB. The closer you get to the equator,
the more of these TB-related bacteria are found in the environment. If
people are living with these bacteria around them, their bodies develop
an immune response to the bacteria that might interfere with the BCG
vaccine working properly.
Other reasons scientists have suggested for BCG working differently in
different populations include differences in the speciﬁc version of the
vaccine used, the ability to keep the vaccine refrigerated, differences in
people’s genetics or nutritional status, environmental inﬂuences such
as the amount of sunlight exposure, or viral infections that are present
when BCG is given (Figure 3).

NEW TB VACCINES

BOOSTER
A booster is a second
vaccination given
against the same
infection or disease to
try to “boost”
protection provided by
the ﬁrst vaccination.

Because of these drawbacks of the BCG vaccine, a new and improved
TB vaccine is desperately needed to bring TB under control. However,
we need to make sure we do not lose the advantages of BCG. Scientists
around the world are working hard to design and test new TB vaccines
and there are several that look promising [5]. The main approaches are
to try to improve on BCG through altering the genes of the bacteria, or
to give a new vaccine as a booster to BCG. Researchers in Spain have
been modifying human TB bacteria to make them as safe as BCG, and
they are now testing this vaccine in human volunteers.
However, in the 100 years since BCG was developed, we still do not
have a new TB vaccine approved for use. If you think about the new
vaccines for COVID-19, it took less than a year to go from initial design
to mass vaccination, so why is it so much harder for TB? One of
the challenges is that we do not know which parts of the immune
system are important to protect us from TB, which makes it difficult
to design the vaccine and check whether it is working. We also do not
have reliable ways to test the vaccine. It is not ethical to infect people
with TB after giving them the vaccine, so testing needs to be done in
animals instead. However, animals might not be a good representation
of what happens in humans.
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Figure 3
Scientists are still not
sure why the BCG
vaccine works better in
some populations than
others, but there are
several possible
reasons.

Figure 3

At the University of Oxford, our research aims to address some of
these issues. For example, we are studying how the immune system
reacts to BCG vaccination, to understand which types of immune
responses protect people from TB and which parts of the bacteria
the immune system targets. We are designing new vaccines based
on these ﬁndings. We are also developing alternative ways to test TB
vaccines: either by infecting people with safe bacteria that are related
to TB, or by infecting cells in a test-tube as a model of what happens
inside the body. If we can better understand how the BCG vaccine
provides protection from TB, and why it works in some populations
and not others, it might help us to design a better TB vaccine in
the future.

CONCLUSION
2021 marks 100 years of the BCG vaccine, which is designed to protect
against tuberculosis. This vaccine has been given to over 4 billion
people. BCG is safe and offers many advantages, including protecting
babies against serious forms of TB disease, protecting people in some
countries against TB of the lungs, and reducing the risk of other
related illnesses such as leprosy and maybe even unrelated illnesses
like pneumonia. It is also used as a treatment for bladder cancer.
However, BCG does not work very well in some of the countries that
have high rates of TB and that are most in need of a vaccine. TB
remains a major global health issue and scientists around the world are
working to develop a new and improved TB vaccine, although there
are many challenges involved. Better understanding of BCG might give
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us the clues we need to design a vaccine that protects everybody and
eventually eradicates TB once and for all.
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I am a 12 year old girl and my interests are science, music and art! I am also
a sports enthusiast who loves any type of action. Other interests include playing
violin, drawing and making new friends. I love the Harry Potter book series and the
movies as well. My dream is to become a neurologist 1 day and help ﬁnd cures
to diseases.
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